Although fear and travel avoidance among anxious drivers are well documented, relatively little is known about the behavior of anxious individuals who continue to drive. Previous research has identified three broad domains of anxious driving behavior: exaggerated safety/caution behaviors, anxiety-based performance deficits, and hostile/aggressive driving behaviors. In an effort to explicate factors associated with the development of anxious driving behavior, associations with objective accident severity, accidentrelated distress, and life stress history were explored among individuals reporting accident involvement (N = 317). Interactive effects of accident distress and self-reported stress history were noted across all three domains of anxious driving behavior. Examination of these effects indicates unique associations between accident distress and anxious behavior only in those reporting more severe life stress. Consistent with contemporary models of anxiety, these data suggest stress history may serve as a general vulnerability factor for development of anxious driving behavior following accident involvement.
Anxious drivers have been shown to engage in a variety of fearrelated behaviors that may be considered reckless, inappropriate, or dangerous (e.g., Matthews et al., 1998; Taylor, Deane, & Podd, 2007) . In an effort to quantify the occurrence of anxiety-related driving behaviors, Clapp et al. (2011) identified three distinct dimensions of problematic behavior -exaggerated safety/caution, anxiety-based performance deficits, and hostile/aggressive behaviors. These behaviors are believed to contribute to negative driving outcomes and poor response to anxiety-oriented treatments, but factors associated with the development of anxious driving behavior remain unexplored. Given evidence that aversive driving experiences such as traffic accidents may contribute to the development of driving anxiety in some individuals (e.g., Mayou, Simkin, & Threlfall, 1991) , the current report explores the association of accident severity, accident-related distress, and general stress history on anxious driving behavior among individuals reporting a history of accident involvement.
Recent evidence suggests that driving anxiety may be more pervasive than previously recognized (Taylor & Deane, 2000; Taylor, Deane, & Podd, 2002) . As a result, a number of studies have begun to specifically examine the behavior of those individuals who continue to drive despite feeling anxious (Clapp et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2007) . Anxious driving behavior has been broadly conceptualized as an increase, decrease, or general disorganization of behavior as a consequence of anxiety during the operation of a motor vehicle (Clapp et al., 2011) . Although reported fear among these individuals may not reach formal criteria for any specific diagnosis, the influence of subjective anxiety on overt driving behavior can result in negative consequences for both the driver and other motorists. To date, three general domains of anxious driving behavior have been identified.
The first domain involves exaggerated safety and/or excessively cautious behavior. Long noted within the driving anxiety literature, these behaviors (e.g., maintaining excessive distances from other motorists, driving far below the posted speed limit, reducing speed before progressing through an intersection) typically are conceptualized as a coping response, decreasing immediate anxiety by increasing perceptions of safety and control (Mayou et al., 1991; Taylor & Koch, 1995) . Although effective in reducing immediate distress, theoretical models predict that safety/caution behaviors ultimately maintain anxious response by disrupting processes associated with natural fear extinction (Clark, 1999; Salkovskis, 1991) . Unrecognized, persistence of exaggerated safety/caution behavior may negatively impact the efficacy of exposure-based 0887-6185/$ -see front matter. Published by Elsevier Ltd. doi:10.1016 Ltd. doi:10. /j.janxdis.2011 interventions for those seeking assistance with driving-related anxiety. Exaggerated safety/caution behaviors also may be functionally detrimental to the extent that they violate accepted traffic norms. Ironically, attempts to increase safety may inadvertently place the driver and other motorists at increased risk.
Performance deficits represent a second domain of anxious behavior. Research from the traffic safety literature postulates that driving-related worry may interfere with immediate, taskrelated demands, contributing to impaired driving performance and overall reductions in safety (Matthews et al., 1998) . Whereas research examining the association between nonspecific anxiety and driving performance is mixed (see Taylor, Deane, & Podd, 2008 for a review), functional impairment is commonly noted in studies examining the specific impact of driving-related anxiety. For example, Taylor et al. (2007) noted that anxious drivers committed a greater number of performance errors (e.g., using the incorrect lane; making inappropriate adjustments in speed) than did non-anxious controls during an experimenter-rated driving task. Similarly, Matthews et al. (1998) observed that reported dislike for driving was associated with reduced control and more frequent errors within a driving simulation task. Data from the selfreport literature provide additional support for a unique association between driving anxiety and impaired driving performance (e.g., Kontogiannis, 2006) .
Hostility and overt aggression is a third domain of anxious driving behavior. In a recent examination of the behavioral consequences of driving anxiety, Clapp et al. (2011) observed a number of anxiety-related hostile/aggressive behaviors (e.g., yelling, honking, aggressive gesturing) within three samples of college-aged drivers. Research exploring driving outcomes among Norwegian motorists also indicates that anxiety-related driving aggression is functionally detrimental (Ulleberg, 2002) . Individuals identified as anxious-aggressive drivers in this research evidenced low ratings of perceived driving skill, greater endorsement of risky driving behavior, and high levels of accident involvement. General models of driving anger postulate that elevated trait anxiety may decrease the threshold for aggressive response to stressful traffic conditions (Deffenbacher, Huff, Lynch, Oetting, & Salvatore, 2000; Deffenbacher, Lynch, Filetti, Dahlen, & Oetting, 2003) ; however, driving-specific anxiety may be particularly relevant to the conceptualization of driving anger within a subset of the population.
Exaggerated safety/caution, performance deficits, and hostile/aggressive behaviors can be problematic, but specific factors contributing to the expression of these reactions are unclear. Consistent with early learning models of anxiety (e.g., Mowrer, 1960) , aversive driving experiences such as accident involvement commonly are identified as a source of driving related fear (Ehlers, Hofmann, Herda, & Roth, 1994; Mayou et al., 1991; Munjack, 1984; Taylor & Deane, 1999) . Evidence from this literature demonstrates that aversive driving experiences likely contribute to anxiety within a subset of individuals; however, it is also clear that the simple occurrence of an aversive event is insufficient to explain individual variability in the acquisition and maintenance of driving anxiety. Building on classic learning theories, contemporary behavioral models such as Mineka and Zinbarg's (1995) stress-in-dynamic context model propose that contextual factors surrounding aversive, fear-related events -intensity of exposure, subjective fear, perceptions of controllability -are more relevant for conveying risk for prolonged anxiety than the simple presence of an aversive event (Craske, 1999; Mineka & Zinbarg, 1995) . As predicted by these models, accident-related distress (e.g., perceptions of fear, threat, controllability) demonstrates robust associations with anxiety-related outcomes such as driving phobia and PTSD (e.g., Blanchard & Hickling, 2004; Ehlers, Mayou, & Bryant, 1998; Mayou, Bryant, & Ehlers, 2001 ). Indices of objective accident severity (e.g., extent of injury, vehicle damage) also demonstrate associations with anxiety-related difficulties although evidence supporting this relationship has been less consistent (e.g., Bryant & Harvey, 1996; Shalev, Freedman, Peri, Brandes, & Sahar, 1998) . Generalization of this literature suggests that both accident-related distress and objective accident severity may contribute to anxious driving behavior among individuals reporting a history of traffic collisions.
Individual difference factors also are believed to contribute to fear acquisition (Craske, 1999; Mineka & Zinbarg, 1995) . Craske (1999) notes that stressful life events may contribute to anxiety pathology, but the specific nature of this relationship remains unclear. Some evidence suggests that life stress may confer risk directly as evidenced through unique associations with anxietybased pathology such as panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and PTSD (e.g., Blazer, Hughes, & George, 1987; Bremner, Southwick, Johnson, Yehuda, & Charney, 1993; Faravelli & Pallanti, 1989) . Alternatively, stress history may interact with contextual factors, conferring risk by strengthening relationships between aversive experiences and subsequent fear (e.g., Brewin, Andrews, & Valentine, 2000; Mineka & Zinbarg, 1995) . With respect to driving anxiety, direct associations with stress history have been noted among individuals reporting serious accident involvement (Blanchard & Hickling, 2004) . Interactive effects of early stressors have been noted in the trauma literature (King, King, Foy, & Gudanowski, 1996) , but little research has examined interactive effects of life stress within the context of driving anxiety or anxiety-related driving behaviors.
The current project examines influence of life stress history and accident-related contextual factors -objective accident severity and associated distress -on anxious driving behaviors among individuals reporting a history of traffic collisions. Hierarchical regression models were used to examine the direct and interactive associations of predictors on three domains of anxious behavior: exaggerated safety/caution, anxiety-related performance deficits, and hostile/aggressive driving behaviors. Gender effects also were explored given evidence that women endorse higher levels of driving anxiety than men (e.g., Ehlers et al., 1994; Taylor & Deane, 1999; Taylor & Paki, 2008) . Within the current data, objective accident severity and accident-related distress were expected to demonstrate interactive associations with stress history across all three domains of anxious driving behavior. In keeping with contemporary models of anxiety, associations between contextual factors and anxious driving behavior were hypothesized to increase as a function of stress history.
Methods

Participants
Participants included 356 college undergraduates recruited across two universities. Students were eligible for participation if they reported involvement in at least one traffic collision and identified as a current driver (i.e., driving at least once every few months). 1 No a priori assumptions were made regarding accident severity or severity of driving-related anxiety. Given that anxious driving behavior is conceptualized to exist on a continuum (ranging from mild, infrequent reactions to frequent, disruptive behavior), inclusion of a general sample of drivers was intended to capture both a range of accident severity and anxious behavior. Participants enrolled in the study provided informed consent and completed assessment measures online. All students received course credit for their participation. Complete data were obtained from approximately 90% of individuals (N = 319). Of these, two cases were identified as multivariate outliers during data screening procedures. High leverages and large residuals associated with these cases were determined to be the product of invariant responding (i.e., marking the same response for all items on a questionnaire). These cases were removed from analyses resulting in a final sample N = 317. All procedures received institutional review board approval. Information regarding sample characteristics, driving history, and accident involvement is provided in Table 1 .
Measures
1.2.1. Accident severity Details regarding accident involvement were collected using a modified interview developed by Blanchard and Hickling (2004) .
Given that approximately one half of respondents (51.7%) reported involvement in multiple traffic collisions (M = 1.8; SD = 1.0), participants were instructed to provide information on the accident perceived as "most serious/distressing." For the index collision, ratings of participant injury, injury to others (injury ratings: 1 = no injury to 5 = severe injury), damage to the participant's vehicle, and damage to other vehicles (damage ratings: 1 = no damage to 5 = irreparable damage) were summed to form an index of objective accident severity. Ratings of subjective fear, helplessness, danger, control, and certainty of death (each rated on a 0-100 scale) were averaged to form an index of subjective accident distress. 2 Criterion for accident severity and distress were selected based on research demonstrating associations between individual composite items and post-accident anxiety (e.g., Blanchard & Hickling, 2004; Dougall, Ursano, Posluszney, Fullerton, & Baum, 2001; Ehlers et al., 1998; Frommberger, Stieglitz, Nyberg, Schlickewei, & Kuner, 1998 ).
Stressful life events
Stressful life events were assessed using a screening device adapted from the Life Events Checklist (LEC; Blake et al., 1990) . This measure included a series of 17 life stressors, and participants were instructed to indicate events which they had experienced directly. a Stress history calculated as the sum of endorsed events (M = 2.2; SD = 1.9; range = 0-10).
Psychometric examination of the LEC within college samples provides evidence of good temporal stability (average test-retest r = .82) and adequate convergence with alternative measures of stressful life events (average kappa = .55; Gray, Hsu, & Lombardo, 2004) . For the purposes of the current study, stress history was calculated as the sum of endorsed events, irrespective of event severity (see Table 2 ).
Anxious driving behavior
Anxious driving behaviors were examined using the Driving Behavior Survey (DBS; Clapp et al., 2011) . DBS subscales assess three specific domains of anxious driving behavior: exaggerated safety/caution behavior, anxiety-based performance deficits, and hostile/aggressive behavior. Items pertain to the frequency of behavior in a particular domain and are rated on a 1 (never) to 7 (always) Likert scale. Scores are calculated as the mean of endorsed items with higher scores indicating greater frequency of behavior. Evidence of factorial validity, internal consistency, and convergent associations are provided by Clapp et al. (2011) . Internal consistency of safety/caution, performance deficit, and hostile/aggressive subscales in the current sample were good to excellent (˛= .90, .85, and .91 respectively). Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations between all variables are presented in Table 3 . 
Results
Exaggerated safety/caution behavior
Regression analyses for all three models are presented in Table 4 . With respect to exaggerated safety/caution behavior, sex effects were noted in the initial step of the analysis (adj R 2 = .043) with females reporting more frequent safety/caution behavior than males (ˇ= .214, sr 2 = .046; p < .001). Direct effects included in the second step (adj R 2 = .051) failed to contribute to overall predicted variance ( R 2 = .017; p = .133) although a marginal association between accident distress and safety/caution behavior was noted (ˇ= .118; sr 2 = .011; p = .054). Interactive effects introduced in the final step of the regression (adj R 2 = .065) were associated with a significant increase in model variability ( R 2 = .020; p = .036). Consistent with hypotheses, accident distress and stress history evidenced an interactive relationship with exaggerated safety/caution behavior (ˇ= .157; sr 2 = .020; p = .010). Examination of this interaction revealed a direct relationship between accident distress and safety behavior specifically among individuals with greater stress history (ˇ= .243; B = .015, 95% CI [.006, .024]; sr 2 = .029; p = .002; see Fig. 1 ). No association between distress and safety behavior was noted among individuals reporting fewer stressors (ˇ= −.040; B = −.002, 95% CI [−.013, .008]; sr 2 = .003; p = .346). Contrary to hypotheses, no interactive effects with objective accident severity were noted.
Anxiety-based performance deficits
Participant sex evidenced an initial association with the frequency of anxiety-based performance deficits (adj R 2 = .016) with women reporting more frequent performance errors than men (ˇ= .137, sr 2 = .019; p = .015). Inclusion of direct effects in the second step of the analysis (adj R 2 = .014) contributed no additional variance to performance deficits ( R 2 = .008; p = .465). Interaction terms introduced in the final step (adj R 2 = .029), however, resulted in a significant increase in predicted variability ( R 2 = .021; p = .034). An interactive effect of stress history and subjective accident distress was observed in the full model (ˇ= .149; sr 2 = .018; p = .016). Simple slopes analyses indicate a direct relationship between accident distress and performance deficits among individuals reporting greater frequency of life stress (ˇ= .189; B = .008, 95% CI [.001, .014]; sr 2 = .018; p = .017; see 
Aggressive/hostile behavior
Contrasting previous models, participant sex evidenced no association with aggressive/hostile driving behavior in the initial step of the analysis (adj R 2 < .000). Inclusion of direct effects in the second step (adj R 2 = .033) improved the model ( R 2 = .045; p = .003) and revealed a direct relationship between stress history and hostile/aggressive driving behavior (ˇ= .191; sr 2 = .035; p = .001). Inclusion of interaction terms in the final step (adj R 2 = .038) did not contribute additional variance above and beyond the direct effects ( R 2 = .011; p = .154); however, a modest interaction of subjective distress and life stress was observed (ˇ= .119; sr 2 = .012; p = .054). Given similar effects noted within the safety/caution and performance deficit models, this interaction was examined despite the lack of an overall contribution to variance in aggressive driving behavior. As with previous models, accident distress evidenced a significant relationship with hostile/aggressive behavior among individuals reporting more extensive life stress (ˇ= .185; B = .012, 95% CI [.002, .021]; sr 2 = .017; p = .019; see Fig. 3 ) with distress and aggressive behavior unrelated in those reporting fewer stressors (ˇ= −.029; B = −.002, 95% CI [−.013, .009]; sr 2 < .001; p = .743). 3
Discussion
Contrasting early conditioning theories, contemporary models of anxiety highlight the role of life history and contextual factors in determining the occurrence and persistence of problematic anxiety (Craske, 1999; Mineka & Zinbarg, 1995) . Interactive effects of stress history and accident distress on safety/caution, performance deficit, and hostile/aggressive driving behaviors in the current 3 Life stress was modeled as a moderator of the relationship between accident distress and hostile/aggressive behavior to remain consistent with previous analyses. Examination of the interaction with accident distress as the moderator provides a direct relationship between stress history and hostile/aggressive behavior at high levels of accident distress (ˇ= .299; B = .217, 95% CI [.015, .330]; sr 2 = .044; p < .001) with no relationship at low levels of distress (ˇ= .085; B = .062, 95% CI [−.052, .175]; sr 2 = .003; p = .284).
Table 4
Regression coefficients, standard errors, and effect sizes for hierarchical safety/caution, performance deficit, and aggressive/hostile models.
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Note: R 2 = change in R 2 ; Obj=objective accident severity; Sub=subjective accident distress; Stress=life stress history (number of events); SxObj=interaction of stress history and objective severity; SxSub=interaction of stress history and subjective distress.
* p ≤ .05. ** p ≤ .01. *** p < .001. study support these predictions. As hypothesized, accident distress -indexed by ratings of fear, helplessness, danger, control, and certainty of death -demonstrated a positive relationship with anxious driving behaviors specifically among participants endorsing a large number of stressful life events (i.e., approximately four or more). Among individuals reporting less stress history (i.e., fewer than one additional stressor), accident distress was unrelated to any domain of anxious behavior. These relationships suggest that stress history may confer risk for anxious driving behavior by strengthening the influence of accident-related distress. Hypotheses regarding associations with objective accident severity were not supported, however, implying that emotional response to accident involvement may be a more salient predictor of anxious responding.
Although consistent with theoretical models of anxiety, modest effect sizes indicate that additional factors are needed to more fully account for variability in anxious driving behavior. The pattern of associations noted within these analyses suggests a number of potential influences. For example, increased tendency for avoidance-oriented coping may prove particularly germane to exaggerated safety/caution behavior. Given that stress exposure is believed to contribute to the development of maladaptive coping styles (Craske, 1999) , avoidant coping, particularly among individuals endorsing more intensive stress history, will be relevant for continued investigation of exaggerated safety/caution behavior. Similarly, rumination and threat bias may account for variability in anxiety-based performance deficits. Anxiety-related driving impairments are hypothesized to be a byproduct of competing cognitive demand (Matthews et al., 1998; , implying that anxious rumination and/or biases towards external threat may contribute directly to anxiety-related driving deficits. Finally, trait anger is likely to influence the development of hostile/aggressive driving behavior. Although anxiety-related hostility/aggression is conceptualized as a specific reaction to driving situations perceived as threatening, individuals characterized by elevated trait anger would be expected to demonstrate more frequent anxiety-specific driving aggression.
Attention to the temporal relationship between life stressors and accident involvement also will be important for continued research in this area. Behavioral models posit that stressors occurring both before and after exposure to an aversive, fear-related event may impact anxious response although through somewhat different mechanisms. Early stress exposure is proposed to enhance fear conditionability and facilitate development of maladaptive coping styles (Craske, 1999) . Elevated fear conditioning and ineffective coping as a consequence of early stress exposure may increase risk for subsequent anxious driving behavior. Stress events occurring after accident involvement, by contrast, may compound anxious responding through a process known as inflation. Inflation occurs when mildly conditioned anxiety (e.g., mild anxious behavior in response to accident exposure) is strengthened following exposure to a highly aversive, but unrelated, stressful experience (Mineka & Zinbarg, 1995) . Results of the current research indicate that individuals reporting greater stress history are at increased risk for anxious driving behavior; examination of the temporal relationship between stress events and accident exposure may to help clarify specific mechanisms by which this stress-related risk occurs.
Gender effects noted in the driving anxiety literature also warrant further examination. Elevated frequency of safety/caution behaviors and anxiety-related performance deficits among female participants is consistent with research demonstrating elevated rates of driving anxiety and anxiety-related difficulties more broadly (e.g., McLean & Anderson, 2009; Taylor & Paki, 2008) . Interestingly, hostile/aggressive driving behavior was unrelated to participant sex. Programmatic research presented by Deffenbacher et al. (Deffenbacher et al., 2000; Deffenbacher, Huff, Lynch, Oetting, & Salvatore, 2001; Deffenbacher, Oetting, Lynch, & Morris, 1996) provides little evidence of gender differences in the experience of general driving anger. Although males sometimes demonstrate greater behavioral expressions of anger, these authors caution that gender effects in the driving anger literature are generally small and inconsistent. Variability in this literature suggests that con-tinued examination of sex differences specific to anxiety-related hostile/aggressive behaviors is needed.
Several methodological considerations are important when contextualizing these results. This project examined anxious driving behavior exclusively among individuals reporting a history of traffic collisions. Whereas accident involvement is known to contribute to driving anxiety in a subset of individuals, etiological research notes that driving anxiety is linked to a broad range of aversive experiences including panic symptoms, social fears, and driving situations perceived to be generally threatening (Ehlers et al., 1994; Taylor & Deane, 1999 . Traffic collisions were specifically chosen as the context for the current study given that motor vehicle accidents are (a) an easily identifiable event known to be associated with driving anxiety and (b) provide a common incident from which to assess contextual factors associated with an aversive event. As such, individuals having experienced a traffic collision are a useful sample in which to examine predictions regarding influences on anxious driving behavior. Exclusion of non-accident populations limits direct generalization, but it is likely that patterns of risk noted in the current report will be relevant within the larger population of fearful drivers.
Continued research in this area also will be strengthened through the incorporation of participants recruited specifically for elevated levels of travel anxiety. Although inclusion of individuals having experienced a traffic collision increased the likelihood of capturing a broad range of anxious behavior, no assumptions were made regarding levels of driving-related fear in this sample. Data presented in this report are able to address associations between stress history and accident involvement on a broad continuum, but results await replication in a sample of individuals reporting greater levels of driving anxiety.
Participants in this research also were relatively homogenous with respect to education, ethnicity, and most notably age. Younger motorists, such as those included in the current study, are characterized by limited driving experience, more frequent risk-taking behavior, and lower perceptions of personal driving risk (e.g., Arnett, Offer, & Fine, 1997; Machin & Sankey, 2008; Ulleberg, 2002) . Although it is uncertain how the characteristics of youthful drivers impact these data, it is possible that generally lower perceptions of global risk may attenuate relationships between contextual factors and anxious driving behaviors. Elevated rates of accident involvement among younger motorists make college students a particularly relevant population; however, it is unclear how relationships observed in this study will generalize the more broad population of motorists.
Reliance on self-reported accident involvement, life stress history, and anxious driving behavior is an additional limitation of this research. As noted by previous authors (Gray et al., 2004) , some forms of data including accident related variables (i.e., accidentrelated distress) and life stress history often are constrained by self-report methodology. Evidence supporting the psychometric properties of self-report measures used in this research provides some confidence in the observed relationships, but limitations inherent to this form of data should be considered when interpreting results.
A growing literature is beginning to demonstrate specific pathways in which driving anxiety may manifest as disruptive behaviors among those individuals who continue to drive. Along with increased potential for negative driving outcomes as a consequence of avoidant, disorganized, and aggressive behaviors, compensatory actions believed to underlie these reactions may ultimately serve to perpetuate driving-related fear. Identification of anxious driving behaviors and recognition of factors contributing to their development may be useful in guiding intervention for those seeking assistance with travel-related anxiety. Relationships observed in the current study identify stress history as a common vulnerability factor for anxious behavior among individuals with a history of traffic collisions. Processes contributing to the development of anxious driving behavior appear to parallel those hypothesized to contribute to anxiety more generally, suggesting that current learning models will continue to be useful in guiding research in this area.
